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"

DRESSING UP !"

Activity One - Use a dictionary if you need one and try to describe what your partner is 
wearing today. ""
He is wearing…! She is wearing…  "
Activity Two - Simon says - Your teacher will give you instructions to play this game - 
each instruction will be a special kind of verb (a phrasal verb - verb+preposition).  
- Curl up"
- Get up"

- Sit down"
- Turn around"

- Put on"
- Take off "

Activity Three - Here are some new verbs. Act them out for your team and see if they can 
guess what you are doing. If they get the guess wrong the other team will get extra points. ""
He is getting up..!
She is putting on her coat…  "
• To get up"
• To get dressed"
• To get undressed"
• To put on a coat"
• To put on socks"
• To take off shoes"
• To lie down "

• To button up a shirt"
• To unbutton a cardigan "
• To lace up your trainers"
• To put on a hat"
• To pull up some socks"
• To put on some gloves "
• To take off your hat 

"
Activity Four - Describe what’s happening in these images: "

"""
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Learn about some verbs with prepositions. Learn how to talk about clothes and 
dressing. Improve your daily vocabulary. 
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Activity Five   - Listen to the song and fill the gaps. Remember that the objective of this 
activity is to LISTEN FOR KEY WORDS. You are not supposed to understand everything.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-Q9D4dcYng   The Beatles A Day In The Life.  "
I read the ……… today oh boy 
About a lucky ……… who made the grade  
And though the news was rather ……… 
Well I just had to ………"

I saw the ………. 
He blew his mind out in a car 
He didn't notice that the ……… had 
changed  
A crowd of ……… stood and stared  
They'd seen his face before  
Nobody was ……… sure  
If he was from the House of Lords."

I saw a film ……… oh boy 
The ……… army had just won the war 
A crowd of people turned away 
But I just had to ……… "

"
Having read the ……… 
I'd love to turn you on."

Woke up, fell out of ………, 
Dragged a ……… across my head  
Found my way ……… and drank a cup, 
And looking up I noticed I was late. 
Found my ……… and grabbed my ……… 
Made the bus in seconds flat 
Found my way upstairs and had a smoke, 
Somebody spoke and I went into a ………."

I read the ……… today oh boy 
Four thousand holes in Blackburn, 
Lancashire  
And though the holes were rather small  
They had to count them all  
Now they know how many holes it takes to 
fill the Albert Hall. "

Activity Six - Match the body part to the item of clothing or the accessory. ""

"
Activity Seven - Instructions - Give instructions to someone from the opposite team. If 
they get the actions wrong and don’t carry out your instructions correctly then they lose 
and the other team can try. First make up the instructions with your team. Try to make 
them difficult! The instructions have to be about getting dressed. Use the vocabulary from 
activity six to make your instructions. You can use the dictionary with your team to find 
some ideas for clothes and other body parts.. ""

Sock Chest

Glove Torso

Tie Bottom

Hairband Foot

Belt Head

Stiletto Hand

Ring Finger

Knickers Waist 

Vest Neck

Crop Top Foot
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Activity Eight - Fill the gaps in the paragraph below using the verbs in the list. ""
In the morning I ………… at 7 o’clock. I………… my pyjamas and …………my clothes. 
Then I go downstairs and ………. the newspaper which is near the door. Then I …………. 
my cup with coffee and have my breakfast. After breakfast I ………… my coat and ……. it 
….. and then I …….. my shoes and I go out to work. ""
get up"
take off"

put on"
fill up"

button up"
pick up  "

Activity Nine - Pictionnary. ""
In teams play Pictionnary using the images below. The other team has to guess the 
English word to identify what you are drawing as quickly as possible. "

Activity Ten - Clothes shop Role Play. ""
Act out a situation where one person works in a very very expensive clothes shop and the 
other is a rich customer coming in to buy several new outfits and accessories. The sales 
assistant has to try and sell a lot of clothes to the customer. 
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